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Personal ment I would like to avail the opportunity to see myself as one of 

the alumni of Cambridge In terms of personal interest and the degree 

offered, I have a firm belief and have the confidence that I possess the 

required credentials to acquire the candidature for the required course. 

As per the eligibility criteria stated, it states to have no management or 

business related educational background. In this context I would like to 

inform that I have completed my bachelor’s degree on Political Science with 

a high GPA (5. 00/5. 00) from the Lomonosov Moscow State University, also I 

had completed a bachelor degree on English-Russian translator and 

interpreter from the same university. Additionally, I had undertaken courses 

on ‘ Introduction to International Relations and Academic Writing’ from 

Harvard University. 

My journey as a professor started from Moscow State Institute of 

International Relations where the classes conducted by me were on ‘ Political

Analysis and Statistics’ for the second year students. Shortly after that I 

connected myself with Lomonosov Moscow State University where I had my 

classes with third year students regarding the subject ‘ World Politics and 

International Relations’. 

Presently I am assigned with Paper Planes a Kontakt Expert Consulting 

Company with the designation of New Media & Digital Consultant handling 

responsibilities on managing social media projects of Paul Hartmann and 

CRM from the month of May, 2010. 

During the year of 2006, I had a handful of publications among which some 

are, “ To a Problem of an Ethnic Group Role in International Conflicts” in 

Networking Scientific Magazine “ Analyst”, Moscow, 2006; “ To the Problem 

of Subjectivity in International Conflicts” with International Scientific 
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Conference for undergraduate and postgraduate students, and “ Lomonosov-

2007”. “ The Transformation of the Concept about the State Sovereignty 

Nature in the 20th and 21st Centuries” from Lomonosov Moscow State 

University along with the “ State Sovereignty Transformation and Some 

Transition Problems of Statehood in Terms of Information-oriented Society” is

some of the other publications. 

During my entire career, I had been engaged with various extracurricular 

activities as a head of Research Group on Political Analysis in the framework 

of Youth Branch of Russian Association of Political Science, a head of 

Working Group on External Communications in Student Council of the 

Department of Political Science at Lomonosov MSU. Apart from these, I 

became a part of the research group ‘ Electoral Processes and Social 

Cleavages in Regions of Russia’ as an organiser. 

I had conducted my internships as a law analyst with The Russian Ministry 

for Culture and Communication, and The Presidential Executive Office of 

Russian Federation which provided me an in-depth idea about the socio-

economic environment and thereafter energising the greed of competence in

myself. 

The above provided statement about my educational qualification and work 

experience fairly state that I do posses knowledge on statistics, political 

science, good interpersonal and communication and team-working skills. 

Simultaneously my journey as a lecturer has helped me to enhance my 

problem-solving skills. 

I also do believe that only hard work can bring success in life and I feel 

myself to be quite determined and focused on my goal and thus, offer myself

as a strong candidate for the program of MPhil in Management from the 
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Cambridge University. I also do believe that this opportunity would provide 

me a life changing opportunity to imbibe in myself, leadership and 

managerial skills. 
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